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Tournaments, conflict, and rent-seeking have been modelled as contests in which participants exert effort to increase their probability of winning a prize. A Contest Success Function (CSF) provides each player's probability of winning as a function of all players' efforts. Morality too involves incentives: bad acts may result in guilt and disapprobation, and good acts may result in virtuous feelings and praise. These two very different avenues of effect on our actions are examined in this article from an instrumental perspective.
Morality and Conflict - WMDs. Weapons which can be fought under the Geneva convention of 1980. AK-47s - 200 million are in circulation around the globe today. Fires 200 rounds per second. Land Mines - A third of Afghanistan is deemed as unusable. Bayonets - idea of PTSD, Gordon Hoggan in the Falklands War 1982. Modern Armaments - Conventional Weapons. Morality - Where did our system of moral conduct come from? Did it evolve? Was it learned? Or was it perfectly designed? Morality Defined Morality speaks of a system of behavior in regards to standards of right or wrong behavior. The word carries the concepts of: (1) moral standards, with regard to behavior; (2) moral responsibility, referring to our conscience; and (3) a moral identity, or one who is capable of right or wrong action. Common synonyms include ethics, principles, virtue, and goodness.
They conflict most often because morality gives you a sense of what is right and wrong or acceptable and what is not according to human nature. Law commands obedience not out of a sense of right or wrong but out of necessity. For example, if a criminal lawyer who is defending an accused person who has raped and killed a teenager has a duty to the accused person (criminal, prisoner). So I am disputing your major premise, that laws and morality are always in conflict. If you have a specific case in mind, please let me know.

Moral Conflict and Morality of Conflict Engagement: Black, White, and Gray. - Sometimes there is a great uncertainty or differences about the right course of action. When there is great uncertainty what can we do? For participants in conflict based on morality polarized conflict. For conflict interveners focusing tough decisions about how to or if to engage. When Facing Moral Conflict. - Listening to learn, rather than to defeat.